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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This manual describes the multi— and uni—access versions of
the conversational programming language POP2 implemented on the ICL
4100 computer series. Certain sections are only relevant to one or
other of these systems, known respectively as MultiPOP and UniPOP,
and are clearly marked as such.
The systems described are those in use in the School of
Artificial Intelligence; certain facilities may differ, or be excluded,
in POP2/4100 systems available at other installations. Details will
be found in the documentation relating to specific installations.

POP2
POP2 is a conversational programming language developed
by R.M. Burstall and R.J. Popplestone in the Department of Machine
Intelligence, University of Edinburgh, and is described in Programming
in POP2 (1971). A working knowledge of POP2 is assumed in this manual.
Certain facilities described in the Reference Manual are not
available, or are implemented differently, in the P0P2/4100 systems.
It is recommended that reference should be made to this manual before
any facilities are used.
MultiPOP
MultiPOP is a multiaccess version of POP2 based on the ICL
4130. The hardware configuration on which the system is currently
running in the School of Artificial Intelligence, is as follows
4130 processor with 64K of 2ys core
control teleprinter
2 paper tape readers
2 paper tape punches
8 channel teleprinter controller
1 real time clock
1 300 LPM lineprinter
3 4 million character disc drives
2 H316 computers, one of them connected to
the Department^ experimental robot

(32K)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(4 chan.)
(1)
()
()
()

(The figures given in brackets indicate the minimum hardware requirements
for the system.)

INTRODUCTION
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A maximum of eight users may use the system simultaneously
and are all permanently core resident, sharing the available I/O
facilities. Timesharing between users is by a simple 'roundrobin'
mechanism, all users having equal priority.
UniPOP
UniPOP is a uniaccess version of the above which can be
run in one of two modes :—
(a)

As a dedicated single user conversational programming system
using the control teletype, or

(b)

As a dedicated POP2 batch processing system using paper
tape input and lineprinter output.

The minimum hardware configuration is as above without the
multiteleprinter controller and real time clock.
Errors and changes to specification
The correction of any errors, additions, or changes
specification of any facility described in this manual will be
in the P0P2/4100 Newsletters which appear from time to time.
may be obtained from the address below, to which all enquiries
also be made
D.J.S. Pullin,
School of Artificial Intelligence,
University of Edinburgh,
Forrest Hill,
Edinburgh,
EH1
2QL.
Telephone : 0312263101

Ext. : 29

to the
published
Copies
should
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USE OF TELETYPE

THE TELETYPE AND ITS USE
The console used is a 4100 coded teletype. POP2 identifiers
and POP2 systems words which are normally underlined, are both typed
in upper case without underlines, thus systems words such as VARS,
FUNCTION, END, etc. may not be declared as identifiers.
The standard POP2 character set is defined in APPENDIX 2.
If any character is typed other than those listed, or whose effect is
explained below, it will normally be ignored, and if it is a printing
character, a back arrow («) will be output to signify this.
The dialect of the ISO code specified for the Edinburgh
Regional Computing Centre may be used with the following substitutions :
for
"
»I
"
11

"

£
" (acute accent)
10
* (grave accent)
£

type
"
"
"
11

' (apostrophe)
?

9

n

(underline)

Four other characters are used as special control characters
in the system; these are produced using CTRL with another key, and
cause + followed by the relevant letter to appear on the console.
They are :
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL

and
and
and
and

G (called BELL)
0
R (called READY)
T (called HALT)

Note when the SHFT and CTRL keys are used, they should be pressed
down first and held down while the other required key is pressed  do
not press both keys simultaneously.
Input buffer
All characters typed on the teletype are stored in a software
'buffer' and are passed to the system as complete lines. A line is
defined as zero or more characters followed by the RETURN key. The
system acknowledges this by outputting a LINEFEED. It is possible to
continue over more than one physical line on the teletype by typing
LINE—FEED immediately followed by RETURN, but note that the maximum
number of characters the system will accept in one line is 128; (the
effect of typing the 128th character is the same as if CR had been
typed, i.e. the line is terminated).
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CHARACTER EDTING

Note that LINEFEED followed by RETURN is passed to the
system as a single character.
When HALT is typed, the character TERMIN (see section on
Input/Output) is passed to the system and the line is also terminated.
This can only be used in certain documented cases, and will otherwise
have an undefined result.
The system indicates when it is ready to accept input by
outputting either a colon (:) or two colons (::) followed by a space,
and after typing CR the user must wait for this to be output before typing
anything further. Any characters typed by the user before colon and
space appear are ignored, and
is output by the system after each such
character.
Character editing
Because of the buffering, it is possible to edit lines of
characters before they are passed to the system. This is achieved
by the use of the
and ! characters.
deletes the immediately preceding character on that line,
successive use deleting the corresponding number of
preceding characters. Note that space is treated as a
character in this context. If
is typed as the first
character on a line it has no effect.
!

deletes the whole line up to it; the system acknowledges
the fact by outputting CR/LF followed by colon and space,
and waits for the line to be retyped.

NOTE. The above facilities may be used up to the typing of RETURN,
but as soon as RETURN is typed, the line is passed to the system as
it stands.
Parity checking
All characters are checked for even parity as they are
typed; if an odd parity character is detected, it is ignored, and
the system outputs
to signify this. Excessive rejection of characters
in this way indicates a hardware fault in the teletype in use, or a bad
line to the computing system. The latter may often be cleared by
reinitiating the connection.
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EXAMPLE OF INPUT

Length of output lines
The teletype is set to have a maximum line length of 72
characters. When outputting, to avoid overprinting at the end of a
line, the system substitutes a new line for the first space encountered
after the 65th character has been printed. If no space is found, a new
line is inserted immediately after the 72nd character has been printed.
Example of teletype input
: 2+3+4 =>
**

6»

: S0RT(9) +:
: SQRTC9) + 5 =>
At
** 8.0#
: "ABC EFm+DEF" =>

(replace 3 with 4)
(delete the line)
(character typed too soon)
(note that space is significant)

** 'ABCDEF"»
Important restriction
As the input buffer is also used by the system when out
putting characters, if any output occurs before a line has been
completely processed, the rest of the line is lost.
Thus :
: 3+2 => 5*3 =>
** 5#
when the first => is encountered, it is obeyed, and the resulting output
causes the remainder of the line to be lost.
This is only troublesome when typing statements in execute
mode, i.e. outside a function body, as no output can take place while
a function is being input.
Particular care should be taken to note the effects of this,
especially with respect to COMMENTS (see page 23)«
Automatic stop/start reader facilities
It is possible to input papertapes directly from teletypes
fitted with automatic readers (within School of A.I., all converted
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AUTOMATIC STOP/START

teletypes (i.e. those with 4 lights/buttons on their right hand front)
have this facility).
The mechanics of the reader work as follows :
The control lever is biased towards the centre. In this position
it can be controlled automatically by the computer. If the lever is
pushed upwards, this starts the reader manually, and if pushed down
wards a small amount, this stops the reader manually.
In the fully down position, the tape is free to be moved
backwards and forwards. When using the automatic facilities, the
lever should always be returned to the centre position.
A standard function POPAUTOREAD (etruthvalue=>()) is provided
to enable the user to set his console into automatic reader mode
(POPAUTOREAD(TRUE)) or to return to normal mode (POPAUTOREAD(FALSE)).
To have a tape prepared in the manner given below read from
the teletype automatically, the user should load it in the reader,
leave the control in the central position and type POPAUTOREAD(TRUE);CR.
The tape will now be input.
When in automatic reader mode a line of input is terminated
by the XOFF (CTRL S) character, and RETURN is completely ignored.
XOFF also has the effect of switching the tape reader off. This
process takes several characters to be fully accomplished, and so
XOFF on tapes should be followed by at least 3 blank (runout)
characters. When the system is ready to accept more input, as well as
outputting colon/space, it outputs the XON (CTRL Q) character which
switches the reader back on again.
Thus tapes prepared offline for input to MultiPOP on
teletype readers should be typed with XOFF followed by at least 3
blanks at the end of each 'buffer* of input. A 'buffer1 can be up
to 128 characters long, but users will probably find it convenient to
follow each CR/LF by XON/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK except where lines are very
short.
Backarrow ( + ) and exclamation mark(!) may be used to
edit tapes being prepared offline in a similar way to their use when
typing on the teletype, however, it should be noted that ! causes all
characters before it up to the last XOFF to be ignored, and CR/LF is
not output.
If a parity error is detected when reading in automatic mode,
the whole buffer which included the error is ignored, the system
outputs : ! on a newline, and the reader is not switched back on.
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SUPPRESSION OF OUTPUT

The user can thus type this buffer in again remembering to terminate it
with the XOFF character, when the rest of the tape will now be read
automatically.
Similarly if the tape contains more than 128 characters
before an XOFF, the whole section from the previous XOFF is ignored
and the system reacts in the same way as for a parity error.
The HALT character may be used on tapes in the same way
as it would be used when typing except that tT is not output and HALT
does not terminate the buffer.
These differences between typing and reading from the reader
are essential to ensure that the system and the reader are always in
step with each other.
Normally all tapes prepared for use in this way should be
terminated by: POPAUTOREAD(FALSE); CR/LF/XOFF/RUNOUT. This will
cause the system to revert back to normal mode and the reader to
remain off. If a whole session's input was prepared on tape it could
be terminated by: POPAUTOREAD(FALSE); .LOGOFF; CR/LF/XOFF/RUNOUT and
thus the user could set his console into automatic mode when logging
on and leave it to complete his run and log him off. This should be
particularly useful for long production jobs.
Output to console in automatic readermode : To enable users
to output files in a form suitable for input on the teletype reader,
the system, when in automatic reader mode, follows every CR/LF output
to the teletype by XOFF/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK.
Tapes thus produced may
be reinput on the teletype reader with no difficulties.
Errors : If an error which calls the standard system error
routine occurs, the teletype is automatically switched back to normal
node 
SETPOP does not reset the the teletype to normal mode.

Suppression of teletype output
It is often useful to be able to stop and start output
appearing on the teletype without affecting the process which is
producing this output (e.g. to stop the monitor printout produced by
the command ON in POPEDIT without affecting the edit process, when one
has forgotten to do an OFF command).
This facility is provided by use of the CTRL p key.

SUPPRESSION OF OUTPUT
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a)

If the console is in the process of printing:
The CTRL P key should be pressed, and then pressed again within
J sec. while the output pauses.
If this is successful, tP will be printed and the output will
immediately stop (as if an assignment equivalent to ERASE >
CHAROUT; had been done).

b)

If the console is in input mode pressing the CTRL P key has no
effect.

c)

If the console is in wait mode (i.e. neither in input mode nor out
putting) pressing the CTRL P key causes tP to be printed and will
inhibit any output occurring.

Output is restored on the console by pressing the CTRL P key a second
time and also after anything is input on the console.
CTRL P may be used to inhibit any output on the console, no matter
what its source. (i.e. from user programs, systems messages etc.)
Example

: FUNCTION F; LO: A.PR; A+1 > A; GOTO LO END;
I A"
12 3 4 5 6 7tPtP
(CTRL P pressed and then pressed
again after a short time.)

254 255 256tPtP

(Output restarts  process has
been continuing without output,
repeated.)

1567 1568 1569TG

(CTRL G pressed to abandon
process.)

SETPOP:
. FFO;
COMMENTS CFFtP:
: .LOGOFF;

(CTRL P inhibits the rest of

CPU TIME UStP

(Stop rest of logoff message.)

the comments message and all
the error 37 that is given.)

- 8a -

AUTOMATIC LOGOFF

Automatic Logoff
Incautious use of the CANCEL facility can make it impossible
for a user to logoff in the normal fashion (see below). To remedy this
the user should hold down CTRL and SHIFT and type K.
This will transfer control to the LOGOFF routine and the
normal message will appear.
It can also be used if a private crunch has occurred
under Multi-POP 70.
If the teletype is outputting, the key will need to be
pressed twice, as described in the previous section.

LOGGING IN TO THE MULTIPOP SYSTEM
After the user has set up his connection to a free channel
of the system (information on which can be found in the relevant
section of the folder 'Multi-POP Information for Remote Consoles' which
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LOGGING ON

accompanies all MultiPOP consoles), he should switch his teletype to
the LINE position. (For teletypes with a SIMPLEX/DUPLEX switch,
DUPLEX should be selected and the ON button pressed).
The system is activated by pressing BELL, all other input
being ignored.

MULTIPOP SYSTEM. ISSUE <issue>. <time> <date>.
is output, where <issue> is the issue number of the system in use,
and <time> and <date> are the real time and date of the run. A system
message may then be output, and the demand :—

NAME:
appears. The user should type in his identifying initials (followed
of course, by the CR key). If an acceptable name is not given, the
demand is reoutput, otherwise the message :

STORE <n> BLOCKS FREE:
appears, where <n> is an integer and denotes the number of blocks of
512 words of store currently available for use. The user should type
in the number of blocks he wishes to reserve (0 to <n>) which will
normally have been prearranged through the system booking scheme.
If a reply is unacceptable to the system, i.e. an integer
in the range 0 to <n> is not input, the store request message will be
reoutput. Note that the number of blocks of store available may
change between the store request being printed and the user typing a
reply.
When an acceptable number of blocks have been requested,
the message :—

DISC TRACK:
is output. The user can type one of three options :
1)

0

ii) an integer <n>
iii) a list of integers

if he does not wish to use the standard
disc filing system, or has not yet got a
track initialised.
which causes the files on track <n> to be
available.
which causes the files on all the given track
numbers to be available, and the head of the
list to be the current track.
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LOGGING OFF

(For full details see page 41).
Then the message :
SETPOP:

(see page 25)

is output on the teletype and the system is ready for use.
If a user wishes to return to the start of the logon
process before the disc request is output, he should type the BELL
character.

LOGGING OFF THE MULTIPOP SYSTEM
When the user has finished with the system, he should log
off by typing :
L0G0FFO;
The system will output the message 2
CPU TIME USED = <time used>.
LOGOFF <time> <date>.
where <time used> is the amount of actual central processor time used
during the run, to the nearest sixteenth of a second, and <time> and
<date> are the real time and date at the finish of the run.
On logging off, the user's workspace is cleared, and all
devices currently allocated to him are closed. Care should be taken
to ensure that any disc files in use have been terminated before
logging off. (See page 41).

LOGGING INTO, AND OFF, THE UNIPOP SYSTEM
When the system has been input and set up (see APPENDIX 4),
the demand :
NAME:
appears. The user should type in his identifying initials followed
by carriagereturn, linefeed,
SETPOP:
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STORAGE SCHEME

is output and the system is ready for use. The user's name is required
in UniPOP both for file identification and for disc use.
To log off the system if another user is about to use it,
LOGOFF();
should be typed, the store will be cleared, and the demand :
NAME:
will be output, ready for the next user.

THE MULTIPOP STORAGE RESERVATION SCHEME
When a user logs on to the MultiPOP system, the store he
reserves is not immediately allocated to him, and the user is not
strictly limited to staying within the limit of this reservation. When
a user's program requires store, the system attempts to allocate it
for him, and if none is free, a scan is made to determine if any user
is exceeding his reservation. If such a user is found, he is logged
off by the system, the message :
**

CORE REQUIRED = <n> BLOCKS

being printed, where <n> is the number of blocks being used. If more
 Ii«in one user is exceeding his reserved amount, the worst offender
is 'killed' by the system first. Note, however, that 'joyriders'
(users who are logged on with a reservation of zero blocks), are killed
before any others.
If, after the above has been carried out, the required
amount of store still cannot be found, the user requiring it is given
error 50, the CULPRIT being the actual number of words of store which
the user required.
A standard variable, COREUSED, holds the number of words
of store currently being used by a user. This variable is automatically
updated by the system every time a garbage collection takes place,
and may be used to determine how many blocks should be reserved for
each job.
Changing MultiPOP store reservation
At any time during a run, the user may change the amount
of core currently reserved for his use by applying the function STORE.
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STORE(<n>);

PROGRAM INTERRUPTS

changes the user's reservation to <n> blocks.

The function gives a boolean result indicating whether or
not the store requested was available, e.g.
: STOREdO) =>
** 1»

indicates that the user has successfully
changed his reservation to 10 blocks.

: STORE(30) =>
** 0»

indicates that 30 blocks are not available,
the user's reservation remains unaltered.

Clearing store
A standard function, CLEARPOP, is provided to clear all
workspace currently in use; the dictionary is cleared, the stack is
reset, all devices allocated to the user are closed, and the system
asks for the user's new disc requirement.
: CLEARPOP();
SYSTEM CLEARED. RESTART
DISC TRACK:

PROGRAM INTERRUPT FACTLITTFS
Full interrupt facilities which allow either continuation
or the abandoning of the current process are implemented and have been
so designed that unintentional interruption, either by the user or
by poor data transmission lines, is almost impossible.
In UniPOP
Pressing the message key will cause an interrupt. If the
console is in the process of printing, the current buffer will be output
before the interrupt takes effect. SETPOP is then entered as for CTRL G
under MultiPOP.
During a batch run, the effect is slightly different  see
APPENDIX 4.
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PROGRAM INTERRUPTS

In MultiPOP
A process is interrupted by pressing either the CTRL G or
the CTRL R keys to give either an immediate call of SETPOP (thus
abandoning the job) or an exit to READY level respectively. This is
done by :
a)

If the console is in the process of printing:
The required key should be pressed, and then pressed again
within \ second while the output pauses.
If this is successful then +G or tR will be printed, other
wise output will continue and the user should try again.

b)

If the console is not outputting:
The required key should be pressed once.
as +G or tR.

This will be printed

If CTRL G is used, the system will now immediately call SETPOP (q.v. page 25
and all current processes will be abandoned. All variables retain their
current values, and may therefore be interrogated.
If CTRL R is used, the teletype will finish outputting its current
output buffer (up to 128 characters), if any. The system then enters
the userdefinable function POPRDYFN of no parameters, which is set
initially to be IDENTFN. On normal exit from this function, the system
outputs

READY
and waits for input from the console. When at READY level the system
indicates a request for input by outputting 2 colons (::) followed by a
space to remind the user that he is at this level.
If POPRDYFN requires input from the console, the message

READY::
is output at that time instead of later.
If "GOON" is compiled inside POPRDYFN, the suspended process is restarted
as described below.
The printing of READY signifies the following :
i) The current process has been suspended.
ii) The stack is 'frozen1 at the state it was in at the time of
interruption (its contents are not available to the user).
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THE STACK

iii) All variables are left with their current values.
iv) Input and output revert to the teletype and ERRFUN is given
its standard value.
The user is now free to start any other process (e.g. he may wish to
change the values of variables, redefine function definitions, turn
bugging on or off, etc., or do something completely unrelated to the
suspended process). This process itself may be suspended by READY or
the last suspended process restarted by typing GOON. This resets the
system exactly as it was at the time of suspension except that all
variables redefined during the suspension keep their new values.
The number of processes which can be suspended simultaneously
is entirely dependent on the stack used by each process.
A standard function POPREADY(e()=>0) is available to the
user. When called, this has the same effect as if CTRL R had been
pressed.

THE STACK
The operation of POP2 is based on a stack mechanism. This
is a last onfirst off storage mechanism, and because of its importance
in the system, a short explanation of how it is used, both explicitly
and implicitly, by the user is given here.
Without exception, the values of variables, elements of data
structures, arguments and results of functions etc., are all accessed
and assigned to via the stack. Consider the statement 2

x;
This can be interpreted as 'load the value of the variable X onto the
stack1.
Further, the assignment statement

2

X>Y;
can be read as 'load the value of the variable X onto the stack; remove
the top item from the stack and store it in the variable Y'. Thus the
assignment statement 2 

>Y;
with no apparent source is meaningful, and the statement

2
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THE STACK

X, Y>X>Y;
will swap the values of the variables X and Y.
On entry to a function, the values for the formal parameters
are taken from the stack, and any results of the function are left on
the stack, this can be seen by the following two functions which are
exactly equivalent :
(1)

FUNCTION LOGADD X Y => Z;
LOG(X) + LOG(Y) > Z;
END;

(2)

FUNCTION LOGADD;
VARS X Y Z;
> Y > X;
LOG(X) + LOG(Y) > Z;
Z
END;

The use of the variable Z is, of course, unnecessary, and
is only included to make the point clear, the following function (3)
being the most common form of doing the above,
(3)

FUNCTION LOGADD X Y;
LOG(X) + LOG(Y);
END;

It should be noted that any possible combination of the
methods used in these functions is meaningful, and is legal POP2.
Finally, it follows from the above, that when a function
is called, its arguments must be supplied on the stack, thus :
and
and

(a) LOGADD(A»B)
(b) A; LOGADD(B);
(c) A; B; LOGADD<);

are all equivalent in their effect; they all provide two arguments on
the stack for the function LOGADD. Functions with n arguments may
apparently then be supplied with less than n (e.g. in (b) above), so
long as all the required arguments have been put on the stack before
the function is called. Similarly, more than n arguments may be
supplied, the last n being taken by the function.
Understanding and full use of the stack leads to simpli
fication and flexibility when programming. The stack may be used to
hold any number of values (subject to the restrictions given below),
either temporarily or semipermanently.
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STACK ERRORS

The effective length of the stack is fixed at 330 locations,
and is used to hold function entry information as well as its normal
program use. This information is stored at the opposite end of the
stack from that used by the user, is put there on entering a function
body and is removed on exit from the function. It consists of a two
word link (giving information about the position the function was
called from) and the saved values of all variables local to that
function.
The amount of space required is 2+n locations of the stack
for every entry of a function with n local variables (including formal
parameters), and thus the depth of functions to which a program can go
(including recursion) is limited.
This depth is dependent on the number of local variables
of the functions entered and on the amount of stack used by the user
himself. It can be calculated for a particular program from the
figures given.
If an attempt is made either to remove something from the
stack when it is empty, or to add something to the stack when it is
full, an error is given (errors 52 and 51 respectively). For reasons
of efficiency, this checking is done by noting the position of the
'stack pointer' whenever the system executes a function entry, a
function exit, or a backward GOTO. If the 'stack pointer' is outside
the limits of the stack when these mechanisms are obeyed, the error is
given, and the culprit is FNENTRY, FNEXIT or BACKJUMP respectively.
Because several stack operations may take place between checking points
it is possible for the stack to go out of bounds and return to a legal
state without the system spotting the error, the result being undefined
Undetected overflow cannot occur unless more than 20 items
are put on the stack between checks, but undetected underflow can be
caused by only one stack unloadload operation.
Common causes of stack overflow and underflow
The most common cause of stack underflow is not providing
enough arguments for a function, and of overflow is an infinitely
recursing function or group of functions.
Note that the compiler and systems routines all use the
stack, and a stack overflow can occur during their execution. Common
instances where trouble is met are listed below
a)

COMPILE
If this is used recursively to more than a depth of 3 or 4,
stack overflow may occur.
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ARITHMETIC

b) DATALIST
This function puts all of the components of the data structure
onto the stack before creating a list. The maximum length
of structure it will be able to handle depends on the stack
usage at that particular time, but will be less than 320 in
any case.
c) CHARACTER STRINGS
When the system reads a string, the stack is used to hold
the characters (3 to a location) until the end of the
string is read. This then limits the length of strings
to be about 900 characters at the most. However, because
the stack usage is undefinable by the user while systems
routines are in operation, it is wise to keep their length
to below 250 characters.
NOTE. Because of this, if a closing string quotes is
omitted, the compiler will continue reading program as
part of the string, and error 51 will eventually be given.
d) LIST EXPRESSIONS
Each element of the list is put on the stack before the list
is created, thus list expressions producing large lists
may give trouble.
Resetting the stack
The stack is cleared by the function SETPOP (see page 25).

ARITHMETIC
The 4130 has a 24bit word, and for normal operations both
integers and reals are held in one machine word. A set of functions is
provided to operate on 48bit real numbers, using the hardware floating
point facilities. These are described at the end of this section.
Because the POP system requires one or two bits for control purposes
the specification of numbers is as follows :
Integers lie within the range 221£I£221 i.e. from 2097152 to 2097151.
Reals are held as a 6bit exponent and 17bit mantissa, giving 5 decimal
digits accuracy. Reals must lie in the range l*231<R<(l2 1°)*231,
i.e. from 2147000000 to 2147000000. Because the fifth digit of accuracy
is quickly lost during arithmetic operations, only 4 decimal digits are
shown when reals_are printed. The smallest fraction which can be
represented is 2 33 i.e. approximately 10 *°.
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ARITHMETIC

High precision reals have a 9bit exponent and 39 bit mantissa
to
giving 10 to 12 digits accuracy. The range is from
5.8*1076, the smallest number being approximately 4.3*10
Arithmetic is handled interpretively, i.e. the type of
the arguments (real or integer) are determined at run time, the follow
ing operations being available
Operation

Precedence

Explanation

Arguments

Result

<

7

less than

Integer or real

Truthvalue

>
=<

7
7

greater than

Integer or real

Truthvalue

less than or
equal

Integer or real

Truthvalue

>=

7

greater than
or equal

Integer or real

Truthvalue

+

5

add

Integer or real

Integer or real

5

subtract

Integer or real

Integer or real

*

4

multiply

Integer or real

Integer or real

/

4

divide

Integer or real

Real

//

4

integer divide
with remainder

Integer

Integer

t

3

exponent

Integer or real

Real

+f — and * produce an integer result if both arguments are
integer, otherwise a real.
// produces two integer results, the remainder and the
quotient in that order.
If an operation on two integers gives a result outside the
range of integers, the number will automatically be converted to type
real.
ERROR 45 is given if any of these operations (or other
arithmetic function) is applied to a high precision real.
The other arithmetic functions provided are :

HIGH PRECISION REALS
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Function

Explanation

Argument

Result

INTOF

Entier (Integer part)

Real

Integer

REALOF

Convert to real

Integer

Real

SQRT

Square Root

Integer or real

Real

SIGN

1, 0, or +1 according
to sign

Integer or Real

Integer

SIN

Trig function

Integer or real
(In Radians)

Real

COS

Trig function

Integer or real
(In Radians)

Real

TAN

Trig function

Integer or real
(In Radians)

Real

LOG

Natural logarithm

Integer or real

Real

EXP

Natural antilogarithm

Integer or real

Real

ISNUMBER

Test for number

Any item

Truthvalue

ISREAL

Test for real

Any item

Truthvalue

ISINTEGER

Test for integer

Any item

Truthvalue

Note that INTOF produces the integer part and not the
nearest integer as specified in the Reference Manual.
Restriction
The representation of zero is the same for both integer
and real, and thus a type change may be experienced in a variable if
its value was real and passed through zero.
High precision reals
A set of standard functions is provided to allow double
length (48bit) floating point operations to be performed.
As these items require 2 words of core per number, a
storage allocation would normally be required after each operation,
making them slow and inefficient.
Because of this, the facilities
have been kept separate from the normal arithmetic operations, and
have been implemented as fpseudo machinecode1 instructions in which
each user has his own floating point accumulator (FPA)
In the following specifications,

HIGH PRECISION REALS
FPA
simple
hpreal
number 

is the users' floating point accumulator,
is a standard POP2 integer or real,
is a record containing a 48bit real.
It has no selectors or updaters, and has
the dataword "HPREAL".
is either a simple or a hpreal.

HPROF e simple => hpreal. Does not affect the FPA.
HPRLD e number => loads the FPA.
HPRADD, HPRSUB, HPRMUL, HPRDIV
all £ hpreal => the respective operation between
the FPA and the hpreal to the FPA.
HPRLT, HPRGT, HPREQ, HPRLEQ, HPRGEQ all e hpreal => truthvalue
i.e. compares the given hpreal with the FPA and gives
truthvalue for the respective operations corresponding
to <, >, =, =<, >=.
These operations do not affect the FPA.
HPRUNLD e () => hpreal
i.e. forms a HPREAL record from the FPA.
Does not affect the FPA.
HPRST e hpreal => puts the FPA into the given hpreal (i.e. a non
constructive unload).
Does not affect the FPA.
HPRRLOF e hpreal => real
i.e. converts a hpreal to a real.
Notes:
i) An hpreal is never equal to a simple,
ii) An hpreal is a compound item,
iii) Hpreals cannot be input or output directly, the functions
HPROF, HPRLD and HPRRLOF must be used,
iv) No type checking is done except in the case of HPRST. This
further improves efficiency,
v) The functions are much faster than their equivalent real
operations.
vi) HPRRLOF will give ERROR 33 is an attempt is made to convert
an hpreal which is too large to represent by a real. It will
give zero for hpreals too small to represent by a real.
Example of use
Let us first define some operations and a macro to simplify
the use of these instructions :
VARS OPERATION 1 (++ — ** III && —> »);
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HIGH PRECISION REALS

HPRGT > NONOP»;
HPRADD > NONOP++;
HPRSUB > NONOP—;
HPRMUL > NONOP**;
HPRDIV > NONOP///;
HPRLD > NONOP&&;
HPRST > NONOP—>;
MACRO »; MACRESULTS([;.HPRUNLD>]) END;
Note that » causes a 'constructive' assignment, i.e. an
HPREAL record is formed, whereas —> causes the FPA to be put into an
existing HPREAL record.
We can now do for example :
: &&0 » A;

(load the FPA with 0, create an HPREAL from
the FPA and assign it to A)



: » B;
: &&1.56 » C » D;

(The above does not affect the FPA, this produces
another HPREAL of 0 and assigns it to B)
(Load the FPA with the high precision value of
1.56, create 2 HPREAL records of it and assign
to C and D)

: D =>
** <HPREAL>,

(D is an HPREAL record)

: D.HPRRLOF =>

(Print its real value)

** 1.56,
: HPRRLOF(7.5)> E;
: —E —> A;
: A.HPRRLOF =>
** 6.06,
: »E =>

(Create an HPREAL of 7.5
(Subtract E from the FPA
in A without creating a
(Print the real value of
(Do a test equivalent to

** 0,

(False, i.e. 6.06 7.5)

and assign to E)
and put the result
new record)
A)
FPA>E)

If we now want to do the equivalent of the arithmetic expressions
(A + B) * (C  D/2) > E; we proceed as follows, remembering that these
are equivalent to machine code instructions, and no rules of precedence
can exist. (Assume A, B, C, D and E are hpreals as above).
: » WS;
: &&2 » TWO;
: &&D///TW0 —> WS;
: &&C—WS —> WS;
: &&A ++ B ** WS —> E;

(Create an hpreal from the FPA (contents not
relevant) and assign to WS as a workspace
record)
(Load the FPA with 2 and create an hpreal
assigning it to TWO)
(Load the FPA with D and divide it by TWO
nonconstructively storing this in WS)
(Load the FPA with C, subtract D/2 from it and
store back in WS)
(Load A, add B, multiply by CD/2 and store the
result in the hpreal E)
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VARIABLE INITIALISATION

ITEMS AS BITSTPTNfiS
All
on bitstrings
item, but when
integer with a
zero.

the functions defined in the Reference Manual to operate
are implemented as standard.
They may be applied to any
they are, that item will be regarded as a positive
maximum size of 21. Bits 23 and 24 will be set to

INITIAL VALUES OF VARTARI FS
When a variable is declared, the system initialises its
value to be a pair whose FRONT is the name of the variable, and whose
BACK is the word UNDEF.
Macros and operations are initialised to
a call of ERROR 37. Thus : 
: VARS TEST;
: TEST =>
** [TEST. UNDEF],

INITIALISATION OF FUNCTION NAMES AND USE OF FNPROPS
The FNPROPS of a function is used by the system to hold the
name of a function, and is also used to hold the SPEC information for
the debugging routines (see page 56). When a user wishes to use the
FNPROPS for his own purposes, he should, to avoid inconsistencies,
take this into account, and leave the FNPROPS in a format which can be
handled by the systems routines. The format of FNPROPS is initialised
by the system to be as follows :
a)

With anonymous functions FNPROPS is set to be NIL.

b)

With functions which are input in the form :
FUNCTION <name>...;
m
m

END;
The FNPROPS is set to be a list whose head is <name>.
When a function is SPEC'ed the FNPROPS is set to be a list
whose head is a list in the form :
C<name>[<parameter names>][<result names>]]
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SECTIONS  COMMENTS

Thus when the system wishes to access the name of a function
(e.g. to print it), it assumes that it is either the head of the
FNPROPS or if this is a list, then the head of the head.
The user should thus always use the tail of the FNPROPS,
and if this is NIL, a list whose head is NIL (or a name defined by
the user) should be created when inserting user information.
SECTION?
Sections have been implemented differently from the description
given in the Reference Manual, The discrepancies are
i)
ii)

Sections must be given a name,
The external list may be divided in two by the identifier =>,
Only those elements which follow the => are included in the macro
expansion of the section name.

iii)

Users1 identifiers in the text enclosing the section may not be
used inside the section unless they appear in the external list,

iv)

Syntax words and standard identifiers which cannot be redefined
by the user are made internal to each section; those which can
be redefined are treated as though they appeared in the first
part of the external list.

v)

Users1 identifiers which are used inside the section without
appearing in the external list, are internal to the section,
and cannot be accessed outside it.

COMMENTS
Whenever the compiler encounters an identifier which it has
not met before (i.e. has not been declared), it is added to the userfs
dictionary as a new name, global for the current SECTION.
If the standard
variable POPCOMMENT is set to TRUE, the name is added to a list of such
names, and as soon as the end of the current statement, if in execute mode,
or the end of the current function, has been reached, the word COMMENTS
followed by this list will be output to the teletype.
If POPCOMMENT is
false, no output occurs.

